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	Cone
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	Suspended
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				   Vizion

				   An aesthetic that stems from the desire

for perfection.
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				   lines

				   Lights inspired from linear geometry.

Clean, minimal and flat range of lights
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				   rings + forms

				   Lights inspired from geometric shapes

and from forms inspired from nature.
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                    About Vizion

                    
Founded in the year 2006 as a design and manufacturing company for lighting needs, Vizion served a diverse range of clients from the retail segment. Over the years, the company added Hospitality Experiences, Museum and Experience Centres, Corporate Workspaces.


                     READ MORE
                    Philosophy

                    
At Vizion, the power of light is harnessed to craft efficient solutions, uplifting environments through effective illumination. Driving forth a laser-sharp focus on innovation and craftsmanship, the team combines scientific temper with artistic ingenuity to serve holistic lighting needs.
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                                    Simplicity. Utility. Timelessness.                                
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                                    Finesse. Flexibility. Playfulness.                                
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                            About

                        
                       
                            
							Founded in the year 2006 as a design and manufacturing company for lighting needs, Vizion served a diverse range of clients from the retail segment. Over the years, the company added Hospitality Experiences, Museum and Experience Centres, Corporate Workspaces, High-end Retail Spaces, Developer Spaces and Residential Spaces to its repertoire. Each year, and with each new project, Vizion gained new technological ground and achieved higher standards of quality. Today, Vizion has emerged as a design-driven company collaborating with some of the country’s finest architects and interior designers.
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                            Address

                             
                               Vizion Lights Pvt. Ltd.

                                
                            D133 Hosiery Complex, 
 Phase-II Noida - 201301, India.

                            Locations: Noida | Bengaluru | Hyderabad | Mumbai | Ahmedabad | Lucknow
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                            Get in touch

                            	+91 012 04088583
	+91 995 325 4435
	info@vizionlighting.com
	social@vizionlighting.com
	Write to us
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